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A job at Proximus? You’ll find that everything revolves around the idea ‘Think Possible’.

This means: we always assume that something is possible, even if it seems impossible. Well,

especially so, actually. Call it a way of thinking that involves being open to a world of

digital solutions that make our lives easier. And our way of working smarter.

Join Our Innovative Team

Are you ready to shape the future of the digital workplace? We're seeking a passionate

Digital Workplace Architect  to lead the evolution of our digital ecosystem. Collaborate with

cross-functional teams and stakeholders to create transformative solutions that align with our

corporate strategy.

What You'll Do

Advise management on architectural strategy to drive success.

Design end-to-end solutions  around Microsoft 365 & digital workplace innovations.

Collaborate as a subject matter expert with business users, engineers, and change managers.

Facilitate cross-functional discussions  to ensure a unified approach to our digital

workplace strategy.

Translate business needs into high-level and low-level design concepts  .

Develop and document  solution architecture specifications, ensuring clear communication.

Lead technical sessions for Microsoft 365 projects with cross-technical teams.
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Support project teams during implementation and transition phases.

Act as a mentor , sharing your expertise and knowledge with engineers.

Stay up-to-date with digital workplace trends to continuously refine our roadmap .

Your Profile

What You Bring

Bachelor's/Master's degree in computer science, IT, or equivalent experience.

Strong passion for Microsoft 365 ecosystem and hands-on experience.

Proven track record deploying Microsoft (cloud) solutions.

10 years of IT architecture/design/engineering in complex environments.

Microsoft certifications (MD100, MD101, MS500, AZ300 & AZ301) are a plus.

Analytical mindset, foreseeing solutions for intricate challenges.

Solution-oriented, creative, and open-minded approach.

Customer-centric focus and excellent communication skills.

Collaboration and teamwork are second nature to you.

Eagerness to learn and adapt to new technologies.

Proficiency in English, and either Dutch or French.

Join us in shaping a cutting-edge digital workplace. Let's innovate together.

What do we offer you?

We are 100% Belgian. So we make decisions in three languages. And all at the same time

if you like!

We are open to everyone: M, W, X, and in fact all the other letters of the alphabet.

We encourage personal growth. At the Proximus Academy, you won't even want to miss a

session.

We are, of course, committed to sustainability. What else did you think?



We firmly believe that working together is important, but that having fun together is even

more so. That is why we regularly organise fun activities. (Please let us know if you have a

talent for playing Santa Claus!)

We believe in responsibility. Also in yours. For example, you can take it to launch your own

initiatives.

We put our customers first. And because we are all customers somewhere, you already

know what that means. That’s good.

And the ever-important work-life balance? We keep it in the right place.

Naturally we have a competitive salary package for you. Click (or apply) to discover what else

we offer.

Apply Now
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